
BERKELEY, Silicon Valley, July 8 (YNS) – Dr. Yule B. Sari of the Department of Military Cryptozoology and Kaiju Studies at Berkley released 

a report today on various military-trained and bred giant animals maintained by various Threads, such as the Giant Green Italian-Speaking Ptero-

dactyl (aka Mister Decision-Maker) that serves as an adjunct to the Empire of New York's Air Force. 

 

Dr. Sari said, "Everyone knows about the Rising Sun Emperor's Giant Hentai Squid and TL7 USSR's Giant Radioactive Lighting-Firing Bear, but 

there are other plus-size animals of note that military commanders should include in their force calculations." 

 

According to the report, the largest military-trained giant animal is the Giant Brain-Custard-Firing Leech that was bred by the US military out of 

Los Angeles with the help of Standard Oil, UFP, and a biochemist known only as "Buddy". According to the report, the GBCF Leech is so big, it 

has to be stored in a separate Thread, and is unusually sensitive to "your momma" 

jokes. 

 

"We had a tough time photographing the Giant Steam-Enhanced Armadillo maintained 

by Manhattan," said Dr. Willie Maykit, assistant to Dr. Sari. "Only the most primitive 

cameras work in that Thread, and it's tough to get it to stay still." 

 

Dr. Maykit said, "The easiest to photograph, of course, was Silicon Valley's own Giant 

TL8 Housecat, as he can usually be found napping atop Sather Tower." 

 

The report includes photos and eyewitness accounts of the Giant Talking Sparkle-Pony 

(aka Corporal Whizzles) of Seven Nations, the Giant Singing Ant fielded by the Hive 

against Fort Knox, and the Giant Paper-Devouring Lion that pretty much serves as 

Penn State's entire military force. There were eyewitness accounts of TL7 Malaysia's 

Giant Laser Shark, but no photographs. 

Panic Grips Los Angeles Households 
LOS ANGELES - A string of stabbings in the 

barrios left five residents of the city's execu-

tive class maidless.  According to LAPD, the 

crimes seem to be related, in that all five im-

portant people were left without kitchen ser-

vice for their morning meal. 

      

 ―It was horrible,‖ said the wife of a stricken 

Paracentury exec.   ―We were left with no 

choice but to perform such tasks as making 

the bed, running cold water from the tap and 

pulling out the chairs ourselves before we sat 

down.‖ 

 

 The LAPD is conducting a full-scale Investi-

gation of the interruption in maid service, and 

plans to issue a formal report by the end of 

the week.  ―We‘re doing everything we can to 

find the perpetrator,‖ a police detective said. 

―and we‘re urging everyone on LA‘s streets 

to be wary. We don‘t want any personal sec-

retaries to disappear, there‘s been enough 

suffering.‖ 

  

According to reports, the prominent citizen‘s 

agonizing maidlessness lasted over twelve 

hours, ending only when a reputable temp 

agency rushed in emergency replacement 

maids. ―It was the least we could do‖ said the 

assistant manager of Maid For You! ―Nobody 

should have to go maidless. Ever!‖ 

  

Victims reported feeling confused and vulner-

able, sometimes even frightened, during the 

hours in which they where maidless. 

  

―The doorbell rang and we didn't really know 

how to react,‖ said Lilli Worthington, 58 ―We 

just sat at the table looking at each other until 

it stopped.‖  Fortunately for Worthington the 

maid was the only member of her staff to be 

stabbed, repeatedly in the chest and throat, 

allowing services such as cooking and child 

rearing to continue unaffected. 

  

―The wet towels in the bathroom didn‘t get 

replaced until after noon, and my newspaper 

wasn‘t even ironed,‖ said one Harry Town-

send of Standard Oil, ―Consuela‘s murder 

couldn't have been more inconvenient.‖  

Townsend‘s household was further disrupted 

when the deceased maid‘s daughter arrived to 

pick up her mother‘s belongings, ―She came 

(Continued on page 2) 

BERKELEY, Silicon Valley, July 

16 (YNS) – Dr. Mike Ocksmall, a 

"Time Lord" from the Berkeley's 

Department of Temporal Mechanics 

and Overcharging Overtime, re-

cently announced to the public that 

he needs help retrieving a time ma-

chine he created soon after the 

Event. 

 

Fliers put up around the Berkley and 

Penn State campuses by Dr. Ocks-

mall read: "I built a TL8 time ma-

chine and sent it back to the year 

1500.  It was supposed to take some 

pictures.  I was planning on retriev-

ing it from 2025 immediately after-

wards.  Unfortunately, I messed up 

the code for the Gregorian calendar 

year adjustment and by now I'm sure 

I've lost it!" 

 

Ambassador Yuri Hood-

janikabolockov of the TL7 USSR 

told a press conference: "The USSR 

categorically denies having discov-

ered this device, dissected it, re-

verse engineered it, and sold its 

parts on Ebay as scrap metal. Also, 

our scientists want to know what 

the extraneous Y-shaped aluminum 

part marked '32008' was for, and 

would like the patch for Dr. Ocks-

mall's computer program. Purely 

for informational purposes, of 

course." 

 

Ambassador Yuri Nampa of Rising 

Sun also wants to know when Japan 

will get back the robot parts that she 

lent to Dr. Ocksmall, though she 

says she "found some parts on Ebay 

that were very similar." 

 

Dr. Ocksmall's assistant, Dr. 

Winston Payne, said, "The machine 

answers to the name of Blinky, and 

it likes Oreos. It is probably rather 

scared and lonely now, so we hope 

that it's returned as soon as possi-

ble." 
If  you want better graphics than this, Erika, you need to find 

better Chinese  food.— alg122psuvm  

Technosphere Loses Time Machine 

Military Trained Kaiju Explained 

Pterodactyl from ENY 

To the Editor of the College Student: 

 

I am writing here to protestwithababyharborsealinmypant$arparparp the article about me in the Mayimambodogfacetothebananapat[h 30, 2057 

issue of your "newspaper".   My actions and motives andtherissottoinmy^sshave been grossly mischaracterized.  I especially rarelywearun-

dersh*rtstake exception to the phrase "well-meaning twit with a head full of bad wires".  This, and the use of the word 

"madmanmuahahahahahahahaha in the last sentence are insults thatimpoutingprettily&boutthiscanyouseeme rise nearly to the level of libel. 

 

I will not bother to go into a detailed thecollegianshouldholdacontesttonamemyotp explanation of my actions.  None of youpoorpitifulfo%

lsiwillslayyouallanddanceinyo~rbloodinapinktutu from this early in the timestream can possibly understand my ways.  But I will warn you- if 

these slurs continue, I will be forced todropyourpantiessirwilliam!cannotwaituntillunchtime take legal action. 

 

Yours inawhitewinesau{ewithshallotsonionsandgarlicsincerely, 

 

John E. Greyer 

Knight of Pennstad (Janitor) 

Letter to the Editor 

Music Review 
Leader Singer Tyson Wilder of Adiagetic Vortex has teamed up with bassist and song writer Zin 

Mitchell of Technomages Ate My Baby to produce this summer‘s mega hit, Death Penalty. 

In what will most likely usher in a new era of music style Witchfinder General has combined pure 

sound with the nothingness that most people hear just after they are bitch slapped by the guy who‘s 

girlfriend they were hitting on, certainly the wet thump and thwack of the drums brings that to 

sound up as more than just a visual cue that you are going to get hurt. 

Nadine Sayers, back up vocal and ‗witch‘ pictured on the cover art has been quoted as saying that 

she thinks that this album is brilliant and hopes that ParaCentury will notice her talents. 

While not a disc to keep in your library next to Clapton and Lennon the haunting refrains of ‗Did 

you have to burn my mother, she wasn‘t much of a bother‘ will certainly make us want to use this 

circular object as a place to put Erika‘s incredible margaritas.  



Not even death threats will keep us from defaming the rich and powerful. 

in, sobbing hysterically, and i didn't know what 

to do. This was normally the type of thing that 

Maria would handle!‖ 

  

For several residents the hardest part was sim-

ply not knowing whether their maid was all 

right.  ―I spent a lot of time on Sunday having 

to track my maid down.‖ said another victim  ―I 

had to find out her name, and then I had to get 

her phone number from one of the other help, 

and then I actually had to speak with her fam-

ily. It was horrible, and for what?  Just to find 

out that she had been killed, and I had to hire a 

new girl anyway.‖ 

 

One suffering executive located his maid Sun-

day morning in an unresponsive and critical 

state at a local hospital. ―I guess we will just 

have to pray‖ he said ―that we can find some-

one who can shine a silver service the way that 

Isabella could.‖ 

(Continued from page 1) 

Domestic Disaster Dampens Day 
The College Student  - We don’t know the meaning of the phrase “Beyond the cuff” 

Expedition Ends in Disaster 
It is well known that not all Threads can sup-

port life as we know it.  Others are merely 

dangerous.  But until now, the true meaning of 

horror has remained unplumbed.  Because now 

we must add to the list of our peril the Thread 

of Gold Shitting Zebras! 

 

A combined team of explorers, academics, and 

treasure hunters set out for glory and instead 

found the Alchemist‘s Dream … turned Night-

mare!  The intrepid team took all reasonable 

precautions and was equipped with industrial 

strength pooper-scoopers.  But all their plans 

were for naught. 

 

A tiny mathematical miscalculation would be 

the expedition‘s doom.  For this was not 

merely the Thread of Gold Shitting Zebras, but 

was – in fact – the Thread of Gold Shitting 

Everything. 

 

―The Zebras were one thing,‖ says lone expe-

dition survivor Ned Lupinsky, ―but the geese 

… my God, the geese!‖ 

Even this perilous turn was not the worse to 

come.. Lupinsky recalls the moment he began 

to despair.  ―We were making our way along 

pretty well, and then poor McElroy saw it… A 

flock of pigeons was coming right at us.  

Franklin was the first to go.  I remember a lot 

of screaming, and there was blood and gold 

pellets everywhere.‖ 

 

The remaining members of the bold expedition 

made for cover, but the next threat wasn‘t 

from above.  No, the next threat would come 

from within. 

 

―Toberman always had really big meals before 

going out on expeditions,‖ relates Lupinsky, 

―How were we supposed to know this Consen-

sual Reality crap?  And by crap, I really mean 

crap!‖ 

 

Their intestinal fortitude strained to the break-

ing point … and beyond, the team made a mad 

dash for the return gate.  Now only will power 

separated the continent from the dead. 

After completing his interview, Lupinsky – the 

sole survivor of the expedition – was wheeled 

into surgery.  In high spirits and showing the 

bravery and self-control that helped him sur-

vive, Lupinsky words echo with power and 

meaning, ―If I pull through the surgery, I‘m 

going to be a very rich man.  I got me a 

 whole lot of gold built up down there.‖ 

 

Yes, Lupinsky is a man with a lot of guts. 

―I remember a lot of scream-

ing, and there was blood and 

gold pellets everywhere.‖  

 

PARIS, DG-France, June 19 (YNS) – Today everyone in Team A 

of the Jet Expeditionary Team died in a rockslide.  The rockslide 

was likely due to a phenomenon predicted by Hive scientists, that 

of John E. Grayer having sex.  Poppy Cox of Team B of the JET 

believes that the Grayer‘s partner was the infamous Halston 

Dark. ―I saw the shadow of a top hat in his tent,‖ said Cox, who 

was just outside the JET camp when the rockslide occurred. 

 

Given how tough many members of Team A of the JET are, there 

was a chance of survivors, but according to Cox "help was de-

layed by the fact that the SOS went out in an unbreakable Team 

A cipher." 

 

By the time Dr. Carson O. Gin of the Cryptobreaking Department 

in Silicon Valley had opened enough boxes of Cracker Jacks to 

find the appropriate decoder ring, it was too late. 

 

"Nigel Thorne's last words were something about frogs," said 

Cox. "I could pick his lisping, British voice out of the cacophony. 

I think he'd been taking too much Homosil." 

 

Dr. Hugh Jass of the Party Studies Department in Silicon Valley 

predicts that the worldwide party that is likely to result from the 

destruction of Team A of the JET will "rival the most decadent 

events of the Mardi Gras of New Orleans and the Carnival of 

Venice." 

 

Team A of the JET was known for nuking a Thread (resulting in 

the destruction of several more Threads), failing to kill Mesmer 

when they had the chance, the mass genocide of Catholics, the 

summoning an Elder Demon to take over New Orleans, shooting 

dignitaries, and double-parking. 

 

According to Cox, this event happened in a mountainous location 

of the French Thread known as "De Gaulle France," where the 

JET was deployed at the last minute before the upcoming Tor-

tuga deployment. "De Gaulle France" is a Thread that split off 

from main continuity in 1968, ruled by the animated corpse of 

Charles de Gaulle and a secret cabal of hyper-intelligent cheese 

mites. 

   

Sex Kills Team A 

 

Did esoteric Secret Agents of Rising Sun summon a Giant Squid?  Did 

that Giant Squid launch a series of well-coordinated attacks on L.A. 

shipping interests?  Is the Cult of Rinjin involved?  Will Oscar Sutro, 

Jr.‘s sushi be really fresh from now on?  Or does the conspiracy go 

even further?  Is there a third power working to bring L.A. and Rising 

Sun to the brink of war? 

 

The facts are these:  There are Giant Squids out there, and they had to 

come from somewhere.  Oscar Sutro, Jr. has an awful lot of money and 

he thinks someone is controlling these Squid Provocateurs, and 

frankly, that‘s good enough for us! 

 

This reporter secured an interview with Rising Sun Cult expert and 

historian Tommy ―Hirohito‖ Lapaglia of Los Angeles.  Mister La-

paglia says, ―Back in dublya dublya too, those damn Nips was never 

up to no good.  Why should anything change now?‖ 

 

Lapaglia went on to say that the Japanese were a cowardly and super-

stitious lot and to fight them, one must have a costume that will strike 

fear into their hearts.  Is this the secret origin of Squid Man?  Only 

time will tell. 

 

Having established with absolute certainty the existence of these Su-

pernatural Squid Provocateurs, we must now determine which previ-

ously unattributed international events were actually Squid-Related 

acts of terror? 

 

Were these Squid Legions involved in the fall of NOLA?  Were Squid 

Ninjas responsible for the destruction of Providence?  Did a crack Sui-

cide Squid infiltrate the original Damocles Experiment?  How far does 

it go?  Are there really squids all the way down? 

 

This reporter spoke to squid expert Spencer ―Inky‖ Falcone, who said, 

―Get the hell out of my office, you freaking nut job!‖  Clearly, things 

are even more far gone then our worst fears.  This can‘t be the action 

of one unconnected Giant Squid.  This is organized and well funded. 

 

 An inquiry to the Technosphere at Berkeley remains unanswered as of 

this time, could the conspiracy be even larger than originally imag-

ined?  How many high Tech Threads are working together to seize 

control of the known universe?  Could it, in fact, be all of them?  This 

reporter will keep digging until the truth is found, and Leave No Stone 

Unturned! 

The  only remaining question is  

―Why????‖ 

No Stone Unturned by Cliff Stone 

Geopolitically Active Squid Damages Relations Between L.A. and Rising Sun 


